Abstract
accurately estimate relative T cell abundance within a cellular population, and provide a 23 snapshot of the T cell receptor repertoire. This approach is unique from available TCR 24 software options that focus on examining the overall diversity of the TCR repertoire and 25 require prior amplification or selection of this region before sequencing, and has We developed and refined this approach using real and in silico generated true and 75 false positive data sets. We tested our method against in silico simulations and real 76 clinical data, and benchmarked it against comparable software and methods. Additional 
Results

83
We offer this bioinformatic pipeline as a method for immunoscoring genome or exome coverage from this region for each sample, which was on average 42x coverage.
96
Percent TCR reads detected were significantly (p < 0.05) correlated to T cell infiltrate 97 levels as determined by pathology (F1,8= 6.68; p value=0.032).
98
Moreover, from this analysis we detected a combined 81 TCR reads across all ten 99 surveyed patients, which we re-annotated using IgBlast (Ye, et al., 2013) . These 81 100 reads annotated to 63 unique clonotypes, specified by common CDR3 amino acid 
Conclusions
106
Here we present and validate a novel method to repurpose genomic data to provide a 107 relative T cell infiltration level, thus combining a genomic and immune evaluation from a 108 single sample portion. In this study, we show our method is highly effective at discriminating between T cell 110 rearranged reads and germline reads ( Figure S2,S4 ). We applied this approach to necessitates the use of multiplexed assays that derive the most information and value.
135
As the field expands in its investigation of both targeted therapies and immune-oncology 136 approaches, this method can use DNA-sequencing data generated to understand the 137 mutational landscape of our patients to also stratify samples by relative T cell infiltration.
138
Moreover, in the future we can expect decreases in sequencing costs and 
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